Water polo tips Yale, 6-5

By Gordon R. Haff

On the strength of their successful play at the Yale Tournament held last Saturday, the MIT water polo team can now claim to be second only to the invading Brown, last year's New England champion.

MIT started off by defeating Southern Connecticut, 15-7, for the second time of the season. The second game of the tournament was against Yale who edged out MIT for second place in New England last year. Yale had already run over Harvard 15-5 earlier in the day.

The Beaver squad was psyched for their game against Yale. Having lost to Harvard immediately upon its return from California the previous Wednesday in a tight 5-4 contest, the MIT team wanted to prove that it was the better team. Coach John Benedick cited a "superior desire to win" as the major component in MIT's 6-5 victory over Yale.

Benedick was also pleased with the improvement in team skills since the team's trip to California. He particularly cited the squad's quicker counterattack and refinement of its set offense and defense against a set of opponents at the major areas of improvement.

In MIT's final game of the day, the Beaver squad lost to Brown, 11-6. MIT had not known they were playing Brown at the start of the tournament, and the team was not prepared for it. Despite that loss, Benedick thinks that MIT can "play up with Brown in the New Englands when we're prepared for them."

Next weekend MIT goes to Brown to face Bucknell, Army and Fordham. The following weekend is the New England championships. If MIT can place second, they will go on to the Easterns.

---

WE NEED YOUR BLOOD
Nov. 1-3 and 6-10

MIT Student Center
For information call 3-7911

---

Don’t Get Pregnant Get Birth Control... at a Woman-to-Woman Clinic

---

The Systems Division of Computer Sciences Corporation has mounted the most aggressive campus recruitment program in its history.

As a consequence of our growth, both in types as well as magnitude of contracts, the entry level opportunities now at CSC are as numerous and diverse as an encyclopedia of communications and computers, with systems ranging from underwater to outer space.

Intensely challenging programs underway serve almost every branch of government, and every corner of industry.

Unlike other large firms which concentrate on design, development, and manufacture of computers and related hardware, CSC is entirely systems oriented. Here you will find yourself in the unique position of creating software for systems (which you will also be helping to create) out of your knowledge of customer needs, and awareness of all of the hardware available, from any and every manufacturing entity in the nation. Perhaps the world.

From the beginning, you will enjoy the career advantages that arise out of CSC's stature as one of the largest information sciences companies in the world. But you'll soon realize the value to you as an individual of the fact that CSC is not a giant monolithic employer. Even within our fast growing Systems Division, each operation and technical team maintains its own identity and individuality.

So you will enjoy greater visibility for all the good things you do.

Starting in Year Number One,

If your degree is in EE, Computer Sciences, or their equivalent, we'd like to introduce you to people very much like yourself who have helped make CSC the industry leader in software and computer-based systems.

We couldn't have gotten there without them... and we can't stay there without you.

We'll be interviewing on campus Thursday, October 26th.

See your College Placement Office for details, or write Chris Pappas, Employment Manager.

---

Ballot Counter Jobs for Nov. 7
State Election
City of Cambridge

If you are a registered voter in Cambridge and you want to earn $14 counting ballots from 6pm until the ballot count is completed the night of November 7, call Sandy Scheir 676-6784 after 6pm.